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The main goal of a heuristic evaluation is to identify any problems associated with the design 
of the user interface. There are many sets of usability design heuristics; they are not mutually 
exclusive and cover many of the same aspects of user interface design. Quite often, usability 
problems that are discovered are categorized—often on a numeric scale—according to their 
estimated impact on user performance or acceptance.

 
The simplicity of a heuristic evaluation is beneficial at the early stages of design. This usability 
inspection method does not require user testing which can be burdensome due to the need for 
users, a place to test them and a payment for their time. Heuristic evaluation requires only one 
expert, reducing the complexity and expended time for evaluation. The time required varies with 
the size of the artifact, its complexity, the purpose of the review, the nature of the usability issues 
that arise in the review, and the competence of the reviewers.

 
The following evaluation presents 13 distinct interface and information architecture heuristics, 
grade from a one to five rating (with one being the lowest). Analysis of each heuristic is 
provided, along with a recommendation when appropriate.
 



Collocation
Users should be able to find all relevant content easily. Accordingly, related content should 
reside in one area, or at the least, made accessible via consistent contextual navigation 
patterns. While the exact way content is related may differ, the information that users will 
want to find in one place should be in one place.
 

Grade 2 of 5 - While the site has explicit labeling in the topical navigation and related 
content is found within these areas, the experience is overwhelming on two distinct levels. 
 
1) Navigation form and function
The primary navigation labels are steeped in verbiage, which clouds a user’s ability to scan 
the site narrative. Once the user rolls over a topical area, the sub-navigation employs three 
distinctly different types of navigation -- faceted sub-navigation, off-site links and direct 
navigation to sub-sections (standard navigation in a horizontal, rollover topical navigation). 
See the below image:

 

 
The various mechanisms used within the drop-down navigation confuse the expectation of 
direct navigation to topical areas:
 
1. Faceted navigation should only be employed where there is a wealth of content that 

explicitly calls for a home within a hierarchical structure. In this case, the Forex 
Execution Center serves as the only faceted area of navigation. 

2. As a rule, external links should not be included within topical navigation.
 
Recommendation: Redesign the topical navigation from being deep, wide and complex to 
shallow, narrow and simplistic. By moving in this general direction, users will be able to 
more easily digest FXCM’s offerings via scanning topical areas of navigation and across well-
defined, yet straight-forward sub-navigation. Then employ consistent devices of  contextual 
navigation within pages to direct users to related content and media.
 
2) Overload of topical priorities
Collocation within specific areas is strong (i.e. when describing a type of trade, all 
information is present, as well as contextual navigation to other types of orders), yet across 
the entire site, the content structure shifts turbulently between promoting FXCM products 



and providing education about features, terminology, trading approaches, etc. 
 
The topical navigation presents everything with the same priority.
 
Employ a site-wide strategy to reorganize content along distinct lines, featuring grouping 
based on high-value context scenarios. Provide smart page mechanisms for contextual 
navigation to high-value related sections, such as product, platform and educational content.
 

Information scent
Content labels should appropriately describe content so that users know they are on the proper 
path to finding particular information. Delivering an implicit narrative within the content 
structure -- the ease in which information flows; the simplicity of movement from page to 
navigation label to search box to a download link when accomplishing a task; providing 
relied upon and expected contextual avenues of navigation to related content -- is the primary 
purpose of information scent.
 

Grade 2 of 5: - Content labels are explicit, yet laden with text, which complicates quick 
processing. Also, reinforcing the focus of the brand in labeling is redundant (i.e. “Forex 
____”). If such a signifier is deemed necessary across multiple pages, then the topical 
navigation should incorporate it on the highest level, providing overarching context to the 
content found within.
 
Nomenclature for certain actions—opening a demo account, for example—changes from 
page to page across the site. Providing consistent nomenclature for such actions, as well 
as placement and form, is important in establishing consistency, which helps users move 
through the site. Lastly, navigation cues are entirely missing from the interface. The site 
doesn’t need to employ traditional breadcrumbs, but subtle indicators of placement within 
the site -- such as active navigation states -- would go a long way in helping a user understand 
where they are within the site and sub-sections.

 
Bounded horizons
A site’s users should be able to easily understand the breadth of content they are perusing. 
Providing good navigation cues means that users quickly learn how long their search for 
information may take. They can then make an informed decision whether to continue content 
exploration or to abandon ship and use search.
 

Grade 3 of 5 - The topical navigation does not employ an “active” state to give clarity to 
which section an active page is found. This is a useful navigation devise for creating an 
implicit understanding of the site’s organization, whether the user has landed on a page from 
organic search or while browsing through the site itself. 
 
Inconsistencies with page column layouts, as well as an overloaded topical navigation, add to 
confusing expectations. Multi-step form processes do use good cues at times to indicate the 
length of the process, yet the forms vary in their layout.
 
Recommendation: Simplify the topical navigation and present an active state. Design 
consistent page column layouts and forms. Make sure the search field is prominently 
displayed.
 



Multiple access paths
Because users think about content in different ways, they should be able to take multiple paths 
to get to specific content. This does not mean that collocation and differentiation should be 
neglected.
 

Grade 2 of 5 - The site attempts to provide multiple paths to content by elevating sub-
navigation pages within pages to sub-navigation in the topical navigation. While this 
succeeds in promoting a particular page into higher prominence, the exercise itself begs 
to question the priority of the page in the first place as it clutters the organization of site 
content.
 

 
Contextual links and search are innate solutions for providing alternate path to content, so 
the challenge is to design a page level mechanism for presenting related content. Immediate 
improvement would come by tagging pages with explicit nomenclature on the content 
management side and then implementing a “Related Pages” widget in page columns. Tag 
index pages can then be made available in search results and be exposed links on content 
itself.

 
Consistency
Whenever possible, content structures in similar content areas should be consistent.
 

Grade 1 of 5 - Various implementations of tabbed page navigation exist throughout the site. 
Differences between the structural implementation of navigation can create confusion on a 
first visit (when most people bounce).
 



Additionally, both left and right page columns are not used with consistency (see above), 
either in form or function, creating confusion and missed opportunities to keep the user 
moving through the site.
 
Consistent, industry standardized content structure, from navigation to headers to columns 
to nomenclature, can prove to be the difference between a user finding what they need and 
bouncing off the site in less than 15 seconds.
 

Appropriate structure
Organization of content should (1) match users’ mental models of the information space and 
(2) support the differences in users’ information-seeking behaviors: known-item finding; 



exploratory browsing; and refinding.
 

Grade 3 of 5 - It’s difficult to give a complete grade for the appropriate structure of the 
site without a nuanced understanding of the target demographic. That said, the site does 
present information about all available products, platforms, features, etc, which is positive. 
Unfortunately, it does so without any degree of priority, which reduces the impact for high 
value users.
 
In terms of finding known items of value, “log in” does not have a consistent home in the 
interface, nor does “open an account.” Burying such links greatly impacts the experience 
for the paying return client. They’ll develop shortcuts and workarounds to remember or 
bookmark links, but the impression is a negative one.
 
Exploratory browsing occurs primarily through navigation and page links, but not with 
related sections of content and/or links on the page level. Refinding is made difficult with a 
lack of navigation cues.
 

Completeness
All content mentioned or linked to should exist.
 

Grade 5 of 5 - Based on a review of the site top-down via navigation and prominent page 
links, dead ends and/or 404 pages do not exist.
 

Audience-relevance
Content organization allows different audience segments to easily find relevant content.
In some cases, it might be appropriate to use audience segment as the primary way to 
organize information.
 

Grade 3 of 5 - To a degree the site is successful by grouping similar items together and 
presenting them in the topical navigation. That said, content isn’t presented with much 
priority, so a high-value user might spend more time processing irrelevant information than 
being led towards content paths that affect conversion rates.

 
Match between site and the real world
The site should speak the users' language, with words, phrases and concepts familiar to the 
user, rather than business-oriented terms. Follow real-world conventions, making information 
appear in a natural and logical order.
 

Grade 3 of 5 - For the most part, the site uses language that should be familiar to traders, 
particularly those interested in Forex. And when terminology might seem overwhelming to 
the beginner, explanations of such features are provided. The overarching problem, though, 
is that the site is too text heavy, which greatly reduces the signal to noise ratio.
 
The various products and platforms can also be confusing to a user unfamiliar with 
the offerings. Is there a simpler way to present the various options? The names (i.e. 
MetaTrader4, MyFXCM, etc.) read as somewhat cryptic.

 



Form consistency
All forms should be presented in a similar fashion, with consistent placement of fields, text, etc. 
If multiple step processes are needed, care should be given to the amount of information asked 
for in each step to avoid user disengagement.
 

Grade 1 of 5 - There are a number of different form layouts (at least five) and multiple page 
iterations of a few—some are included to the right or left of page content, while others expand 
as you travel down a page. Each form treats required fields and error messaging differently as 
well. Consistent form patterns help users move through their most painful interaction with a 
site.

 
Aesthetic and minimalist design
The site and dialogue should not contain information that is irrelevant, redundant or rarely 
needed. Every extra unit of information competes with the relevant units of information and 
diminishes their relative visibility.
 

Grade 1 of 5 - The site is full of superfluous and inconsistent design elements, ranging from 
buttons to banners to headers to product shots. If any of these assets were presented with a 
degree of consistency, the conversation could be reduced to gauging the success of the design. 
As it stands, the abundance of visual elements compete with one another, drawing users away 
from previously learned patterns, making the task of processing and navigation information 
even more difficult.
 
The information provided on the site is extremely relevant, but it’s often presented in large 
chunks all at once, rather than as a digestible concept or pitch, followed up by more detail on 
another page or in another format. The lasting impression of the site should be the tip of the 
iceberg -- high-value scenarios for high-value users -- rather than the huge mass of details 
that should only surface as necessary.
 

Help users recognize, diagnose & recover from errors
Error messages should be expressed in plain language (no codes), precisely indicate the 
problem, and constructively suggest a solution. Errors should not be allowed to occur, if 
possible.
 

Grade 2 of 5 - Form submissions follow the above rules, yet the execution leaves much too 
be desired. For instance, with multiple missed fields on one submitted form, the errors float 
above the returned form (which never indicated the required fields in the first place) instead 
of providing in-line indicators of missed fields (see below screenshot)



Another form layout (above) succeeds in indicating the required fields and presenting in-line 
error messaging, but it fails to check fields prior to submission.
 

 
 
 
If a front-end check is put into play, specific fields, such as phone or email, can be checked 
for proper formatting on the fly. This gives the user the ability to make corrections prior to 
clicking on submit. As a final preventative measure for erroneous form submissions, the 
submit button itself can be controlled to only activate once all required fields are simply 
filled. 
 
These interaction design axioms greatly improve the user experience while reducing user-
induced errors.
 

Help and pedagogy
Any such information should be easy to search, focused on user tasks and not be too large.
 

Grade 2 of 5 - The site is filled with information about Forex trading, product and platform 
features, as well as educational information, yet the lack of primary focus on the site positions 



the educational information to be on the same level as the rest of the content, rather than in a 
supportive capacity.
 
Establishing pedagogy within web sites equates with providing a mechanism to further 
understand concepts in context to the material that needs understanding. 
 
Instead of serving help information as a selling point, the presentation of broad, clear strokes 
of information can paint a picture; convey a message; sell a product. Once such a priority is 
established, by using the underpinning of the web (hyperlinks or tool tips), allow people to 
inform themselves more about the subject matter at hand by digging deeper elsewhere on the 
site. 
 
Presenting a clear distinction between a support section and other navigational elements 
within the topical navigation is important as well.

 
 



Evaluation Takeaways
 
The average score for each heuristic is 2.3. There’s a foundation to work with—primarily a good 
amount of well developed content—but there’s much work to be done in making the content 
findable, readable and usable.
 
The following points are the most prominent issues that became exposed in this process. Once 
requirements are in play, they should be addressed within the design of the new site.
 

● Prioritize content based on primary design persona needs and scenarios
● Make navigation shallow, narrow and simplistic
● Be consistent with the language, form and function of site elements
● Increase the signal to noise ratio with prudent content and organizational decisions
● Invest in making users lives easier, rather than programmers
● Provide both contextual and destination help

 


